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a b s t r a c t

In this paper, we demonstrate that Improved Exponent–Fourier moments mentioned in Xiao et al. (2015)
[1] are with crucial mistakes in its definition, an image cannot be decomposed and reconstructed by
these incorrect Improved Exponent–Fourier moments. The corrected definition of Improved Exponent–
Fourier moments is thus given in this paper to solve problems about numerical instability involved in the
process of calculating the Exponent–Fourier moments and values of radial functions approach infinity at
origin. Experimental results show the superiority of the corrected Improved Exponent–Fourier moments.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Comment on [1]

Image moments and their nonlinear combinations can be used
as global features in pattern recognition. However, non-orthogonal
image moments are sensitive to noise and have high redundancy
of information. And it is difficult to reconstruct an image by using
them, such as geometric moments and rotational moments. To
solve these problems, image moments based on polynomials are
proposed, such as Zernike moments, pseudo-Zernike [2,3],
orthogonal Fourier–Mellin moments [4], Chebyshev–Fourier
moments [5] and Jacobi–Fourier moments [6]. However, poly-
nomials, especially higher order polynomials have very high cost
of computation, which limits these moments to be applied in
practice. In 2003, Radial Harmonic Fourier moments [7] based on
Trigonometric functions are introduced. Radial Harmonic Fourier
moments have stronger ability in describing images and have
much less complexity than image moments based on polynomials.
In Ref. [8], Orthogonal moments based on exponent functions
Exponent–Fourier moments (EFM) are proposed. EFMs are able to
achieve even better overall performance than Radial harmonic
Fourier moments in image analysis.

Bin Xiao et al. recently improved the performance of Exponent–
Fourier moments by using their Improved Exponent–Fourier
moments (IEFM). IEFMs used in Ref. [1] avoid two issues in the
process of calculating EFMs: (1) the value of EFMs approaches
infinity at the origin; (2) the numerical instability caused by values

of radial function approaching infinity in the neighborhood of the
origin. The definition of IEFMs in Ref. [1] is defined as follows:
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Where f r;θ
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is an original image, an ¼ exp � j4nπ2
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is the
normalization constant, n;m¼ 0; 71; 72; 73;… are the moment
orders, Tn rð Þ is the radial function.

The orthogonality of Tn rð Þ is proved in the Ref. [1] over the
interval ½π;πþ1�: Let r¼ πþr0, we have dr ¼ dr0, and Tn rð Þ satisfies
Eq. (1), so the Tn rð Þ is orthogonal:
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In Ref. [1], authors try to solve the issue mentioned above
during the computation by translating the integral interval
from ð0;1� to ½π;πþ1�. However, in the process of EFMs calcu-
lating, the original image is first normalized into a unit circle.
As a result, radial coordinates of the normalized image are in
the range [0,1], not in ½π;πþ1�. In another words, there is no
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pixel in the interval ½π;πþ1�. Using Eq. (3) to calculate EFMs is
meaningless.

Moreover, the proof about the orthogonality of Tn rð Þ in Ref. [1]
is not correct. If the function system Tn rð Þ is orthogonal, the Tn rð Þ
must satisfy Eq. (4), not Eq. (3)
Z πþ1

π
Tk rð Þ Tl rð Þ½ �nr dr¼ δkl ð4Þ

Where Tl rð Þ½ �n is the complex conjugate of Tl rð Þ½ �, δkl is the
Kronecker symbol. This mistake results in that IEFMs mentioned
in Ref. [1] are based on wrong normalization constant an. Hence,
an image can not be decomposed by the function system
Tn rð Þ½ �expð� jmθÞ. Thereby EFMs can not be computed according
Eq. (1), As a result, the image also can not be reconstructed by
using values of IEFMs computed from Eq. (1) (Reconstructed
images in Ref. [1] are incorrect obviously, the correct recon-
structed images are shown in Fig. 3 in this paper.). The correct
definition of IEFMs is given and discussed with details in the
Section 2.

2. The corrected definition of the Improved Exponent–Fourier
moments (IEFMs)

To avoid the issues mentioned above involved in the process of
calculating EFMs, we improve the EFMs by the translating pixels of
the normalized image. The improvement version of EFM is as
follows:

IEnm ¼ 1
2π
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Where k is a non-negative integer, f ðr�k;θÞ is the translation
version of original image f ðr;θÞ.

Lemma 1. Radial functions Tn rð Þ of IEFMs are orthogonal over the
interval ½k; kþ1�. The proof is listed as follows:
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As same as Exponent–Fourier moments [8], an image can be
reconstructed approximately using finite series of IEFMs
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Compared with the original image, pixels of the reconstructed
image from Eq. (7) are shifted a distance k along the radial axis.
Pixels of the reconstructed image also must be shifted a distance k
along the opposite direction. Figs. 1 and 2 show the real parts of
radial function Tn rð Þ of EFMs and IEFMs with order n¼ 0;1;2;3;4
;5 respectively. From Figs. 1 and 2, we can find that the radial
functions of IEFMs have obviously avoided problems of numerical
instability caused by EFMs.

3. Experimental results

Experiments of image reconstruction are provided in this sec-
tion to verify our proposed method.

Experiment 1: An uppercase English letter image “E” is used for
testing and its size is 64�64. We use the mean square

reconstruction error (MSRE) used in Ref. [8] to measure the per-
formance of the reconstruction.

All moments from (1�nmax) orders are used in the recon-
struction. Fig. 3 shows the mesh plots of the reconstructed
image by using EFMs and IEFMs with the maximum moment
order nmax ¼mmax ¼ 25:30. As can be seen from this figure,
these reconstructed images by using IEFMs show more
resemblance to their original images than images using EFMs.
EFMs produce more reconstruction errors than IEFMs espe-
cially when r is close to 0 (at the center of the image). This is
because EFMs become numerical unstable during the compu-
tation of moments. The MSRE plots of the image “E” are shown
in Fig. 4.

Experiment 2: Images in the well-known MNIST database are
used as the original images in this experiment. These images are
then reconstructed with EFMs and IEFMs respectively. MSRE
values of the reconstructed images are listed in Table 1. Figs 5 and
6 show MSRE plots of figures “0”–“9”. As shown in Table 1,
Figs. 5 and 6, these reconstructed images by using IEFMs have
much less MSRE values than those by using EFMs except the figure
“0”. Reconstructed images of figure “0” by using both methods
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Fig. 1. Real parts of radial function Tn rð Þ of EFMs with n¼ 0;1;2;3;4;5.
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Fig. 2. Real parts of radial function Tn rð Þ of IEFMs with n¼ 0;1;2;3;4;5 and k¼1.
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